


S uccess is never a solitary achievement, particularly in the software industry. From design and 

development to deployment and distribution, software companies tap into a wide spectrum of skill sets 

and networks in order to bring their visions to life by putting their products into the hands of end users.

Traditional software companies use many different channel marketing tactics to expand their reach and 

reduce acquisition costs. They create market leverage through sales-focused channels like affiliates and 

dedicated resellers as well as technical channel partners like system integrators. But, for two reasons, these 

kinds of partnerships are not usually a good fit for today’s business-to-business SaaS software company:

SAAS SOLUTIONS DON’T GENERALLY REQUIRE AN INTERMEDIARY: 

They are typically easy to find (online accessibility), deploy (no installation or 

integration required), and use.

THE SAAS LICENSING MODEL ISN’T DESIGNED TO DELIVER 
SUBSTANTIAL UP-FRONT REVENUE TO THE CHANNEL PARTNER:

By their nature, SaaS products aren’t front-loaded to deliver quick financial gain. With 

a SaaS product, resellers have to either settle for a fraction of the revenue they would 

receive from a perpetual license vendor, or get a cut of subsequent annual SaaS 

subscription fees. The first option is not appealing to the channel partner, and the 

second isn’t smart business for the SaaS vendor.

The service provider, or VAR, derives the lion’s share of their revenue not from a sales commission, but from 

the related services they bill directly to the customer.

While still technically a channel strategy, this kind of partnership requires an entirely different mindset and 

tactical approach. It is a long-term play, not a quick fix Success requires a fair amount of due diligence as 

well as a healthy serving of startup agility. Champions of the channel must be able to inspire a company-

wide paradigm shift that considers the channel as an integral part of the organization instead of an 

expendable third-party. 

It’s not an easy road, but SaaS companies that are getting it right are reaping benefits beyond what was 

possible with the old channel model. Through more deeply collaborative partnerships, smart business-

to-business SaaS companies are gaining a market advantage with stronger acquisition and retention. 

In addition, the VAR channel provides critical insights that positively influence everything from product 

development to positioning. 

Welcome to a new kind of channel ecosystem.

VALUE-ADDED RESELLERS (VARS) ARE CHANNEL 
PARTNERS WHO DELIVER THE BUSINESS PROCESS 
AND SERVICES YOUR END CUSTOMERS NEED TO 
SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENT YOUR SOFTWARE SOLUTION.
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ABOUT THIS GUIDE

We produced this guide to help expansion-stage business-to-business SaaS companies better understand 

their channel marketing opportunities. Whether you’re just starting to think about a channel strategy or 

looking for ways to optimize your existing program, this guide was designed to provide clarity around the 

big hurdles often encountered when developing a channel strategy:

» Can channel partnerships work for SaaS?

»  Is it right for my SaaS company?

»  How do I develop the right mindset and strategy to make channel partnerships successful?

»  What’s involved in building a successful program?

»  How do I know if my program is working?

We have tapped into seven industry experts, people who are in the trenches running their own SaaS 

channel programs as well as advisors and thought leaders, who bring a broad perspective to the 

conversation.

Based on our own experience and the real world insights gleaned from our conversations with these 

experts, we’re going to walk you through the high-level concepts that will help you succeed in SaaS 

channel marketing:

»  Cultivating the Right Mindset for Channel Success

»  Crafting Your Channel Strategy

»  Building Your Team

»  Executing Your Plan

»  Measuring and Optimizing Your Program

Building a stable and profitable SaaS channel program is a complex undertaking that requires patience, 

vision, and expert coordination of resources and leadership. But we hope that by the time you’ve finished 

this guide you will be excited by the potential of growing your business through smart partnerships with 

value-added resellers and equipped to develop your own channel program.



THE CHANNEL MINDSET – 
EVERYTHING STARTS HERE

CHAPTER 1: O
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We hear the word “ecosystem” thrown around a lot in business circles, but what does it really 

mean? Traditional channel marketing often refers to an “ecosystem” as the more-or-less one-sided 

relationship that exists between large, established technology behemoths like Microsoft, IBM, and Apple 

and their network of “partners.” The problem with this scenario is that the vendor sitting at the center of 

this supposed ecosystem holds almost all the influence and can effectively hold its partners hostage. This 

imbalance of power is not the hallmark of a true ecosystem. 

In nature, an ecosystem is a collection of organisms functioning together within a specific environment. A 

stable ecosystem is one in which these organisms engage in symbiotic relationships that promote mutual 

sustainability and growth. It’s less all-forone, more all-for-all.

A SaaS ecosystem takes a similar, collaborative approach to survival in the marketplace.

YOU HAVE TO START WITH THE RIGHT COMPANY CULTURE.

Developing your channel strategy and partnerships is not about you. You can’t  design a successful 

ecosystem around the needs of only one party. Instead, you need to embrace a philosophy of asking 

what you can do for others — for your partners and, ultimately, for the customers you both serve.

This is a philosophy that you need to adopt across your entire organization, top to bottom and across all 

functions. 

YOUR CHANNEL PROGRAM WILL HAVE SUBSTANTIAL INFLUENCE ON YOUR 
ENTIRE GO-TO-MARKET AND GROWTH STRATEGY.

Channel marketing is not an isolated effort. At least, not when it’s successful. Done right, your channel 

program will not only provide opportunities to reach new and expanded audiences, it will provide 

you with valuable insights about your customer’s actual needs. The visibility your partners provide into 

day-to-day usage will inform your product development roadmap and open up avenues for additional 

collaborations.

In the following pages, we’re going to look at five steps that will help you cultivate the right mindset within 

your organization:

»  Be Clear and Honest About Your “Why” 

»  (Really) Understand Your Partners

»  Establish Shared Goals

»  Educate All Your Audiences

»  Commit 100% to Eliminating Conflict

But first, let’s dispel some common misconceptions that can sabotage your channel marketing plans.
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MISCONCEPTIONS: COMMON 
(AND DANGEROUS) ASSUMPTIONS 
ABOUT CHANNEL MARKETING

Sometimes, what you don’t know can hurt you. And almost always, assumptions come back to bite 

you. To help you avoid embarrassing (and potentially costly) channel missteps, here are five of the most 

commonly held misconceptions about channel marketing.

YOUR SALES PITCH CAN BE ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL.

“The notion that you can message to a partner the same way you would an end customer is flawed,” 

says startup consultant Alex Nasson. In fact, the buyer’s journey for partnership is often different. Although 

the basic value proposition will certainly apply, the level of diligence and investigation performed by 

a potential business partner when evaluating a vendor is much deeper than that of a typical customer. 

“In addition to being assured that you have great customers and products, channel partners must also 

feel confident you truly understand their business,” explains Nasson. “Plan to offer program types that 

accommodate different engagement models (Refer, Resell, OEM, Tech, etc.) to ensure proper business 

alignment as well as tosupport future business growth.”

In short, to earn the interest of prospective partners, you have to adapt your pitch to match their 

perspective. How does your solution fit into their world? How does it make their lives and their customers’ 

lives easier?

YOU CAN TURN THE CHANNEL ON WITH A FLIP OF THE SWITCH.

Nasson also cautions against assuming that a channel program offers an “instant on” for additional 

customer opportunities and revenues. “People often assume the channel will be up, running, and 

producing revenue within six months,” he says. “You may see early deals and market traction, but 

twelve to eighteen months is a more realistic expectation to achieve real channel performance. This can 

be influenced by many factors including target markets, complexity of offering, and business partner 

alignment.”

Nasson recommends developing what he calls an “institutional patience” at the executive level around 

defining the time-to-value for a new channel initiative. “This is not just executing a simple transaction or 

closing a deal,” he says. “This is building both a competency and a solutions practice inside an existing 
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business that has competing goals and priorities.”

On a related note, software companies often assume that it’s easier and less expensive to sell through 

the channel than to sell direct. [N]Squared Advisory founder Firas Raouf explains why it’s so challenging 

for early stage software companies to build indirect sales channels, “Imagine how hard it is to build your 

own, dedicated sales team. Now imagine getting someone else’s sales team to sell your product just as 

well.”

YOU AND YOUR CHANNEL PARTNERS HAVE THE SAME PRIORITIES.

Matrix Partners General Partner David Skok agrees that channel sales usually take a long time to get off 

the ground. The reason for this is that a reseller has a different set of priorities than you. As a startup, you 

have a great sense of urgency and total focus. They are usually focused on other products and deals 

that are paying the bills. It usually takes a lot to convince them that they will get a good return on time 

invested in your product.”

It’s imperative that you look at your partnership as much from your partner’s perspective as from your 

own. Remember that the relationship has to be mutually beneficial to work. 

YOUR PARTNERS WILL CREATE ADDITIONAL DEMAND. 

Skok is adamant about dispelling the myth that channel partners create automatic demand. “They usually 

prefer to sell products for which demand already exists,” he explains. “This means you should expect to 

continue creating demand using your own marketing efforts. Ideally you should be in a position to feed 

your partners leads, or — better still — deals that are close to done in the early days.” 

Even while you are tapping into a channel strategy to grow your own business, you need to keep in mind 

that part of your job as the vendor is to help your partners grow their businesses.

“IMAGINE HOW HARD IT IS TO BUILD 
YOUR OWN, DEDICATED SALES TEAM. 

NOW IMAGINE GETTING SOMEONE 
ELSE’S SALES TEAM TO SELL YOUR 

PRODUCT JUST AS WELL.”
Firas Raouf

[N]Squared Advisory Founder
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YOU CAN SET IT AND FORGET IT, AND CHANNEL WILL STILL WORK.

On a related note, Skok often needs to remind software companies about the level of on-going support 

and program maintenance required to ensure a strong and successful channel relationship. “You need to 

continuously educate your partners about how to sell, handle objections, and differentiate your product 

from the competition,” he says. “This requires work by your channel sales team, but it also requires backup 

support from a channel marketing team who will create the appropriate training materials, programs, 

tests, etc.”

Keeping your channel partners engaged and helping to ensure their success (and, by extension, your 

success) requires a perpetual process of education, communication, and general support.

12-18 MONTHS IS A REALISTIC EXPECTATION TO 
START ACHIEVING REAL CHANNEL RESULTS.

The themes running through these words of caution are ones the experts return to again and again: 

Channel marketing is not a quick fix, it can’t focus solely on your needs, the word “partner” is one you 

have to stand by in action as well as word. 

Creating a successful channel marketing program relies as much, if not more, on your relationship skills as 

it does on your product’s features and benefits. This is the crux of the mindset you must develop.

“YOU NEED TO CONTINUOUSLY 
EDUCATE YOUR PARTNERS ABOUT 

HOW TO SELL, HANDLE OBJECTIONS, 
AND DIFFERENTIATE YOUR PRODUCT 

FROM THE COMPETITION.”
David Skok

Matrix Partners General Partner
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5 STEPS TO DEVELOPING THE RIGHT 
MINDSET

1. BE CLEAR AND HONEST ABOUT YOUR MOTIVATIONS

Whether you are pitching a channel program to your internal team, or engaging in initial conversations 

with a potential partner, clarity and transparency are a must. “People will be patient if you are direct, 

forthcoming and honest. Be as clear and as detailed as possible about your intentions, strategy, program 

status, expectations, and goals,” says Alex Nasson. “Even if things are not fully baked, people will listen if 

you can show that your true intent is to build something meaningful together.” 

Optimizely Director of Partnerships Dan Glazer agrees, “The most important thing we’ve learned is that it’s 

critical to be very transparent about everything we’re doing and why. It pays to be vocal about what’s 

working, and what’s not.”

Defining and sharing the “why” behind your initiative is the first step in cultivating the right mindset for 

channel marketing. This is the foundation upon which your entire channel program will be built. If you 

cannot identify and understand the context and motivations driving your pursuit of the channel, you will 

not be able to articulate your larger vision to internal stakeholders or external partners.

Unfortunately, in advising many companies who are beginning to develop a channel program, Nasson 

often comes up against a fundamental lack of communication, understanding, and internal clarity 

about the specific reasons a company wants to develop a channel. To overcome this ambiguity, Nasson 

recommends a series of frank and in-depth conversations with all the relevant parties. “This is how you 

discover the real drivers and motivations,” he explains. “You might hear from a person with a higher-level 

perspective that channel is a defensive land grab strategy. Someone else might tell you that marketing is 

struggling and they need the channel to generate more awareness. And, someone else might say that the 

primary expectation is that channel will drive more leads into the funnel. Fast. These are all nuances of a 

larger conversation that needs to be aligned before proceeding.”

The process of clearly defining your motivations and expectations forces you to ask some hard questions, 

or, as one of Nasson’s Texas-based clients put it, “throw the snake on the table.” Even if the conversations 

become uncomfortable, it is crucial to push forward, reach clarity, and commit to a plan. Otherwise, you 

not only jeopardize your initial efforts and investment, but also your potential partnerships and growth 

through the channel.
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“THE MOST IMPORTANT THING WE’VE LEARNED 
IS THAT IT’S CRITICAL TO BE VERY TRANSPARENT 
ABOUT EVERYTHING WE’RE DOING AND WHY. IT 
PAYS TO BE VOCAL ABOUT WHAT’S WORKING, 
AND WHAT’S NOT.”

2. UNDERSTAND AND RESPECT YOUR PARTNERS

“On the spectrum between employee and customer, you should really think of your partners more like 

employees,” says HubSpot VP Sales Peter Caputa. “They may not have an ID badge, but you should 

be sharing information with them, looking out for their best interests, and being continually invested in 

helping them develop and grow. Most channel programs miss this. Most channel programs seem to ask 

their partners, ‘What have you done for me lately?’”

Caputa’s words capture one of the top themes echoed over and over by the experts: Don’t treat your 

partners like second-class citizens.

Firas Raouf emphasizes the importance of not only understanding your partners’ business model, but also 

their motivations, “You need to understand how their business model influences their affinity to be part of 

your program so you can articulate what’s in it for them.” When you’re able to clearly convey a program

value that makes sense in the context of your partner’s real-world business model, they will instinctively 

know that you “get” them and are “on their side.” This is important.

Many SaaS companies forget there is a vast difference between their business circumstances and their 

channel partners’ circumstances. Alex Nasson refers to this as “a tale of two companies.” The gist of this 

story is that while the SaaS company is typically a VC-backed startup that is focused on technology, the 

partner is often a self-funded small business that derives most of its revenue from professional services. 

“It’s the difference between spending your own money and spending someone else’s money,” Nasson 

points out. “There’s a big difference in terms of risk. If the partnership fails, the VC-backed startup will likely 

live on without much concern; but the small business will feel a much bigger impact if things go wrong, 

potentially souring valuable and long-held client relationships.”

Nasson also points out the importance of acknowledging and respecting a VAR’s relationship with clients. 

“The average lifespan of a vendor software rep is about twelve to eighteen months,” Nasson says. 

“According to IPED, an independent channel research and consulting firm, the typical VAR has a tenured 

client relationship of six to nine years. They have much more skin in the game.” With this in mind, it’s easier 

to understand the importance of being able to prove to prospective partners that you are looking to build 

a long-term business relationship with them. One with a clear plan and business opportunity along with 

shared risks and upsides — a true partnership.
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3. ALIGN YOUR GOALS

For any partnership to work, both parties must be working toward the same end. The software vendor/

VAR relationship is no exception.

Peter Caputa explains how HubSpot’s channel program focuses on the business goals of the VAR partners 

as a means of meeting HubSpot’s goals, “A channel program is usually designed to generate incremental 

sales. The SaaS company  typically sees the partner simply as a source of additional clients and creates 

partner materials focused on how a partner can position and sell the SaaS product. A better approach is 

to think about what you, as the SaaS company, can build into your program to help your partners grow 

and succeed in their businesses.” In HubSpot’s case, this means providing partners and potential partners 

with hundreds of hours of sales training materials that have nothing to do with selling Hubspot’s platform 

and everything to do with how partners can sell their own services to customers.

Alex Nasson agrees that a focus on common goals is a core component of any successful channel 

program. When he’s working with a SaaS company, his ultimate goal is to help stakeholders realize that 

their true focus shouldn’t be an internally-defined goal like a land grab or demand generation. Instead, 

they need to focus on delivering “long-term value and customer success.” In the context of a channel 

marketing initiative, this means your strategy must include not only your software product and value 

proposition, but also the critical role value-added resellers play in helping your mutual customers attain 

success and experience business value through the continued use of that software.

Caputa goes so far as to say that if a potential partner is unable to keep the customer front-and-center, 

it may be an indicator that the partnership will fail. “When prospective partners ask about commissions, 

lead sharing, or white labeling in the first conversation, it’s a pretty good sign that the relationship isn’t 

going to work,” Caputa says. “All of these things are benefits for partners, not customers.” HubSpot’s 

“ON THE SPECTRUM BETWEEN 
EMPLOYEE AND CUSTOMER, YOU 
SHOULD REALLY THINK OF YOUR 
PARTNERS MORE LIKE EMPLOYEES. THEY 
MAY NOT HAVE AN ID BADGE, BUT YOU 
SHOULD BE SHARING INFORMATION 
WITH THEM, LOOKING OUT FOR 
THEIR BEST INTERESTS, AND BEING 
CONTINUALLY INVESTED IN HELPING 
THEM DEVELOP AND GROW.”
Peter Caputa
CEO, Databox
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program is actually designed to reward partners specifically for helping customers succeed with HubSpot’s 

software. “We’re all rewarded when our mutual customers are successful,” Caputa says.

THE AVERAGE TENURE OF A VENDOR SOFTWARE 
REP IS 12-18 MONTHS. THE TYPICAL VALUE-
ADDED RESELLER (VAR) HAS A TENURED CLIENT 
RELATIONSHIP OF 6-9 YEARS.

4. EDUCATE YOUR ALLIES AND YOUR SKEPTICS

“The first time I presented the idea of a channel program, I got a lot of really basic questions from people 

inside the company who didn’t fully understand the concept or theimplications,” says Dan Glazer. Glazer 

is not alone in his experience. SaaS are often ill informed about the true nature of channel partnerships in 

the context of a SaaS business. Even if they have a general sense of how the channel model works, they 

may be less familiar with the particular approach that makes sense for SaaS companies.

“A lot of people just don’t ‘get’ why you have a channel,” Glazer says. Educating your audience — 

internal teammates and stakeholders as well as external partner prospects — is critical to the success of 

your channel program. Along with being honest about your motivations and aligning your goals, you 

have to be able to help people — allies and skeptics alike — understand exactly how the channel model 

will work for everyone involved. Clear and consistent communication is key.

Educating the extended team helps you gain access to the human and other resources you need to 

implement an initiative as complex as channel marketing. You need to work hard to engage the skeptics, 

educating them about the process and the potential so that they eventually become supporters.

The same rules apply to your potential partners. They may be even less familiar with basic channel 

concepts and how that model is best adapted for SaaS companies. They may have many unspoken 

questions about the logistics of partnering with you and the pros and cons of a recurring revenue model. 

People aren’t always quick to point out what they don’t know or understand. It’s your job, as a champion 

of channel marketing, to help them get their heads around how a channel program will fit into and benefit 

their business.

By educating people about the mechanics and mindset of a successful SaaS channel program you 

can eliminate roadblocks, increase confidence, and improve the chances of having people invest — 

philosophically and literally — in your channel program.
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5. COMMIT 100% TO ELIMINATING CHANNEL CONFLICT

One of the most common points of failure for channel programs is unanticipated and unmitigated channel 

conflict. Channel conflict arises when the SaaS vendor competes directly with their channel partners for 

the same business.

“Channel conflict is the most important thing to avoid, and one of the easiest traps to fall into,” says David 

Skok. “At worst, it’s the result of greed within the vendor company. Though they say they want to work with 

the channel, when they run across a juicy deal, they don’t want to give it to the partners.” Unfortunately, 

when a partner gets burnt by this kind of deal stealing, their motivation to put effort into their own deals is 

greatly diminished. Why should they work hard for a deal that their so-called partner might steal through 

price undercutting or some other unfair tactic?

Skok recommends that SaaS companies only adopt a channel sales model if they are willing to commit 

100% by either avoiding direct orders all together, or establishing some very clear rules about how 

potential conflicts are handled. “You have to define very clear rules of the road so people know how to 

behave when a conflict arises,” Skok says.

HubSpot, like many other SaaS companies with channel programs, uses a lead registration system to help 

ensure that there is only one sales process for each lead. “Currently, partners can register up to 500 active 

leads,” explains Peter Caputa. “Registration lasts for twelve months, and they can re-register a lead if it’s 

still active after that period.”

Whether you use a lead registration system, regulated pricing, split territories, or some other mechanism to 

reduce and manage channel conflict, Skok reminds SaaS companies to take a long view when it comes 

to balancing direct and indirect sales, “You can use one deal to get a partner excited about your product, 

and then — hopefully — they will go back to their customer database and bring you two or three or more 

additional customers. Think of that first deal as an investment in creating a strong channel relationship that 

will deliver exponentially more value in the long run.”

“YOU HAVE TO DEFINE VERY 
CLEAR RULES OF THE ROAD SO 

PEOPLE KNOW HOW TO BEHAVE 
WHEN A CONFLICT ARISES.”

David Skok
Matrix Partners General Partner
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THE CHANNEL MINDSET: 
QUICK RECAP

BE CLEAR AND HONEST ABOUT YOUR MOTIVATIONS

Make sure that everyone — internal and external — is open and transparent about what’s at stake and 

what’s expected of each player. This process can be challenging. It might open up some bigger questions. 

But getting clarity at this stage is crucial to creating the sense of trust that supports a successful channel 

program.

UNDERSTAND AND RESPECT YOUR PARTNERS

Never, ever think of or treat your partners as second-class citizens. You should consider them more as 

teammates than as hybrid customers or an expendable, thirdparty resource. Always keep their perspective 

and priorities (which are very different from yours) in mind when making decisions that affect their success.

ALIGN YOUR GOALS

Build your channel program around your mutual customer’s success. That should be the driving force 

behind everything you do. Think about what you can do for your channel partners. What kind of resources 

and support can you provide to help them succeed so that they can help your end customers succeed?

EDUCATE YOUR ALLIES AND YOUR SKEPTICS

Don’t assume that either the people inside your company or potential partners outside your company 

already have a strong grasp of the ideas associated with a SaaS/VAR channel program. Know that you 

may need to provide examples, clarify concepts, explain strategies, and dispel myths. Be a channel 

champion, but also be a teacher.

COMMIT 100% TO ELIMINATING CHANNEL CONFLICT

Show your partners that you mean what you say. Demonstrate your commitment to their success by 

providing support that exceeds their expectations and by ensuring that they are never at risk of losing a 

deal to your direct sales team. Earn their trust.



CRAFTING YOUR CHANNEL 
STRATEGY

CHAPTER 2: O
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T here’s no question — even the simplest channel program has a lot of moving parts. Designing a 

strategy that encompasses and coordinates all these elements is no small task, but with the right 

framework in place you can ensure that your plan is as solidas possible.

In this chapter, we’re going to look at some key questions and provide an  overview of a four-part 

process for developing a successful strategy. Keep in mind that, since a winning strategy must sit on a 

strong foundation, everything we’re going to cover should be couched in cultivating the right mindset and 

building a strong, cross-functional team.

The following section addresses:

»  Whether the channel is a good fit for your particular situation

»  The comparative values of bootstrapping channel vs. doing in-depth planning

»  The four phases of crafting a strong channel strategy

»  The key questions you need to ask in order to define your strategy

»  An overview of compensation and channel conflict

WILL CHANNEL SALES WORK FOR 
YOUR SAAS COMPANY?

The first question to be addressed is how to determine whether or not a channel program makes sense for 

your particular SaaS company. While each scenario must be assessed individually and not all criteria must 

be met in each situation, there are certain cases when a channel sales model or mixed sales model are a 

more natural fit:

YOUR PRODUCT REQUIRES A LOT OF TRAINING, 
INSTALLATION, AND SUPPORT.

Once trained, channel partners can help get customers up and running, freeing your 

internal resources to focus on additional sales or other, big picture tasks.

YOUR SALES PROCESS IS FAIRLY STRAIGHTFORWARD.

Resellers will not usually be able to sell your product quite as well as you do, so 

complicated sales will typically be less effective via an indirect sales process.
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YOUR PRODUCT IS IN A STABLE STATE.

Frequent changes to your software, whether related to adding features or fixing 

bugs, necessitate expensive and time-consuming partner training. It’s best to hold off 

on engaging partners until your product is stable enough to minimize these kinds of 

updates.

YOUR SOFTWARE SUPPORTS A FUNCTION THAT YOUR 
CUSTOMERS OUTSOURCE.

As we’ve established, the VAR channel model is the most appropriate for SaaS 

companies. Many of the most successful SaaS channel programs are built on 

partnerships with service providers who already fill a functional role supported by 

your software.

YOU HAVE A SOLID SALES MODEL.

David Skok stresses the importance of figuring out your sales model internally before 

trying to teach channel partners how to replicate that model. Making your first sales 

directly (or possibly in association with a partner), he says, will help you better 

understand important nuances about messaging, the market, and the sales process.

YOUR COMPANY HAS BUILT AT LEAST $20 MILLION IN 
REVENUE.

Firas Raouf sets this revenue benchmark as a good indicator that an expansion-stage 

software company has built up enough brand equity and scale to effectively drive 

revenue for a partner channel.

In addition to these product and company attributes, Skok emphasizes the benefit of finding a ready-

made channel rather than thinking you can create a new channel to meet your needs. “You will have a 

significant uphill slog to create a channel from scratch,” he says. “Larger, more established companies 

have the time and funding needed to pull it off, but if you’re a startup, it’s a deal breaker.” This is another 

reason why Skok, along with other SaaS experts, recommend the VAR approach to channel. He cites 

Hubspot, Xero, and Namely as examples of SaaS companies who have developed successful niche 

partnerships specific to their product’s business function.
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BOOTSTRAPPING VS. DETAILED 
PLANNING – WHICH IS BETTER?

This is something of a trick question. The truth is, your SaaS channel program will probably employ equal 

parts in-depth research and design plus on-the-fly maneuvers to adapt to whatever curve balls reality 

throws your way. However your channel program develops, the process will likely demonstrate the value 

of certain attributes and capabilities.

THE VALUE OF LISTENING

“Build your program around reality,” says Pantheon Business Development Manager Halid Ibrahimovic, 

“not preconceived notions.” While he encourages SaaS companies to develop a hypothesis about 

what they think will work best in the channel, he warns against putting too much stock in your initial 

assumptions.

Peter Caputa echoes the suggestion to go direct to the source. “Talk to people,” he says. “Find out what 

they are struggling with and how you can help them.” He recommends interviewing your customers and 

potential partners in order to get a clear idea of what would help them build their respective businesses.

While it’s always important to listen to your audience, Alex Nasson points out that your most intense 

listening and learning will take place during program development. “There’s a big difference between 

channel development and channel execution,” he explains. “During development, you have to focus on 

listening and confirming in order to fully understand audience needs and wants. When you execute, you 

are using what you have learned to provide clear, aligned solutions that scale with greater velocity than 

your competition’s.”

THE VALUE OF DUE DILIGENCE

“I have never been ill-served by doing in-depth research prior to launching a channel program. The goal 

is to be as crisp, polished, professional and aligned as possible when you go to market,” says Nasson. 

“You also need to be prepared to put serious time into checking up on your potential partners. You can 

trust that anyone serious about building a business with you will also be evaluating you with a critical eye. 

The scrutiny goes both ways. If they aren’t impressed with what they see, they may never tell you exactly 

why. Often you just won’t hear back from them. Using research to learn about your partner prospects 

and their business needs upfront will help you best understand how to approach and overcome potential 

objections and manage overall partnership risks.”
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While your initial channel program doesn’t need to have all the bells and whistles, there are some core 

elements that you should nail down up front. “There are some basics you need to have in place before 

you can have real conversations with partners,” Ibrahimovic explains. “At the minimum, you need a stable 

product, formal outline of the program, and an initial contractual framework.”

Caputa notes that the depth of due diligence required is in part related to the maturity of your business. 

“If you’re doing $50 million in revenue, there are a lot of things you can break,” he says. Caputa has 

seen some of HubSpot’s competitors launch substandard channel programs with disastrous effect. “One 

competitor took a very old-school, least-common-denominator approach with a product that wasn’t quite 

there yet,” he explains. “Their partners are now coming over to HubSpot.”

Dan Glazer offers the reminder to think through the big questions early in the process. “As soon as 

you start to see wins, you should make the push for additional due diligence and resources,” he says. 

“Otherwise you run the risk of missing the opportunity if you have people in the field making it up as 

they go along. If you haven’t stayed on top of things, the program might scale more quickly than you 

expected, and then your infrastructure breaks.”

THE VALUE OF AGILITY

While being prepared and doing your homework is key, at the other end of the spectrum, the ability to 

adapt quickly is always a critical skill for any startup. While he advocates for having the basics in place, 

Ibrahimovic also believes in retaining agility. “Don’t over-engineer your program or over-invest in the 

infrastructure,” he says. “Create as you go along so you can build based on your partners’ actual needs. 

You won’t really know what those are until you start working with them.”

Nasson agrees, but with a caveat. “The market changes constantly and you must evolve with it or risk 

becoming less relevant to your partner,” he says. “However, you’ve got to have some clarity at the 

executive and program levels before you send out two reps and a PowerPoint deck.” It’s important to 

“I HAVE NEVER BEEN ILL-SERVED 
BY DOING IN-DEPTH RESEARCH 
PRIOR TO LAUNCHING A CHANNEL 
PROGRAM. THE GOAL IS TO BE AS 
CRISP, POLISHED, PROFESSIONAL 
AND ALIGNED AS POSSIBLE WHEN 
YOU GO TO MARKET.”
Alex Nasson
Startup Consultant
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establish and maintain an effective balance between the foundational support required to sustain your 

program and the agility required to grow it.

Many successful SaaS channel programs launch with just one person behind the wheel. That was Glazer’s 

experience at Optimizely. “We started out with just my time and a goal to hit a certain quota,” he says. 

“To begin with, we didn’t have anything formal. We launched with a MVP (minimum viable product) that 

was focused on a really clear and concise statement of value for our partners and our customers.”

THE VALUE OF EXPERIMENTATION

Finally, in true startup entrepreneurial spirit, experts agree that trial and error plays an important role in 

defining and optimizing any channel program. “In the early days, it requires experimentation to figure 

out what’s going on,” says David Skok. “Pick a small number of partners and commit to seeing if you can 

make them successful and learn what’s required to get them off the ground.”

“The channel engagement process is in a constant state of iteration,” says Nasson. “The partner lifecycle is 

ongoing: strategy, planning, execution; recruitment, enablement, marketing, sales; feedback, adjustment 

and implementation.” Experimentation is a natural part of the process — making changes based on key 

learnings so that you’re continually improving the program and its value to business partners.

Real world experience has taught the experts we spoke with that while it’s never a bad idea to invest 

some time in upfront research and planning, it’s equally valuable to get out there and start doing some 

actual tests with initial partners. In other words, craft your best-laid plans, but don’t treat them as though 

they are written in stone. Like most everything else in a startup, success depends on combining best first 

efforts with flexibility and a company-wide capacity for smart iteration.

THE PROCESS: 4 PHASES OF 
DEFINING YOUR CHANNEL 
STRATEGY

When crafting your channel strategy, it’s a good idea to consider the end-to-end process. Because 

channel programs have so many moving parts and involve so many additional players, thinking things all 
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the way through (to the best of your ability based on the information at hand) is especially important.

The basic process for defining a solid channel strategy includes four phases:

1. FOUNDATIONAL DISCOVERY

2. OPERATIONAL ALIGNMENT

3. EXECUTIONAL EXCELLENCE

4. COLLABORATIVE EVOLUTION

As with any endeavor, investing time and effort in some upfront exploration and fact-finding will help you 

put your best plan forward and minimize missteps and resource waste. Although developing a channel 

program is part smart planning and part agile bootstrapping, it’s to your advantage to take the time to 

ask the important questions, engage the right people, and test as much as you can prior to a full-scale 

launch. Unlike internal initiatives, a channel program involves exposure to external partners who may not 

be as forgiving as you’d like if things don’t go as planned. While some bumps are to be expected, it’s 

better to have at least considered the various issues beforehand so that you’re able to address them more 

quickly and capably if they should arise once you’ve jumped out of the gate.

1. FOUNDATIONAL DISCOVERY

At the highest level of strategy, you need to address the big picture questions and concepts related to your 

organization’s overall vision for and mindset around channel marketing:

»  What are your end goals?

»  What’s the definition of success?

»  Who are your best potential partners and how can you support them?

»  Who has to be engaged internally and externally to take things to the next level?

It’s in these initial conversations with your internal team that you will start to uncover your expectations 

and motivations as well as any potential roadblocks or potential complications.

For this part of the process to be effective, you need to ensure that all the right stakeholders are fully 

engaged and have weighed in. As Alex Nasson puts it, “This is not a spectator sport. These are real 

and critical strategy initiatives.” Nasson also stresses that, if it’s done properly, this phase of strategy 

development will often raise some eyebrows and ruffle some executive feathers as ideas are challenged 

and perspectives refined. “There’s a vulnerability and openness that’s needed to achieve true alignment 

and interlock across an executive team,” he explains.
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Dan Glazer cautions against overlooking details at this stage. “You really need to think about the 

consequences,” he says. “Everything about the channel happens at scale which will compound any 

mistakes. It’s imperative that everyone is clear about who’s bringing what to the table, understands the 

associated value, and has clear expectations about their respective roles.”

Nasson agrees that a big part of this phase of the process is getting to the truth about what people really 

expect and to build a sense of cohesion and trust within the planning team. “You need to frontload the 

process. Be explicit and detailed, not implicit and general in your discussions. If you can’t get clarity and 

buy-in to create a supportive mindset and realistic expectations within the leadership team, it’s not worth 

the risk of pursuing channel development.”

2. OPERATIONAL ALIGNMENT

Once you have consensus around the big picture concepts and ideals associated with your vision, it’s time 

to get down to brass tacks about what it’s going to take to bring that vision to life — resources, skill sets, 

organizational adjustments.

“You need to carefully consider the cross-functional alignment and operationalreadiness of each team 

supporting the channel,” says Alex Nasson. You need to be sure they really get what’s required to achieve 

the defined goal. This upfront reconnaissance needs to involve every department within your organization 

— product development, sales, marketing, legal, finance, professional services, etc. — any group that will 

affect or be affected by the addition of channel partners to your ecosystem.

Pete Caputa relates taking a similar approach with the HubSpot channel program. “To be successful 

long-term, we also needed to develop strategies that addressed the challenges of onboarding, training, 

coaching, and incentivizing our resellers.” While he further admits that it wasn’t always the smoothest 

“IF YOU CAN’T GET CLARITY AND 
BUY-IN TO CREATE A SUPPORTIVE 
MINDSET AND REALISTIC 
EXPECTATIONS WITHIN THE 
LEADERSHIP TEAM, IT’S NOT WORTH 
THE RISK OF PURSUING CHANNEL 
DEVELOPMENT.”
Alex Nasson
Startup Consultant
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experience, there’s no question that being proactive about working through all these operational 

considerations saved Caputa and his team many headaches and missteps.

At the same time you’re assessing your internal capability to support a channel program, you should also 

start to assess your potential partners’ ability to engage at a level that will make the program a success. 

Operational alignment needs to be in place not just within your organization, but also across your entire 

channel ecosystem. Though you will not have control over external factors, it’s smart to know which 

questions to ask.

3. TACTICAL EXCELLENCE

Though tactical execution comes after you’ve put your strategic plan into action, it makes sense to think 

proactively during strategy development about how you can ensure smooth delivery of your channel 

program. While things may change after launch, there’s no harm in planning ahead and trying to 

anticipate as many of the potential pitfalls as possible. Your review of operational alignment will uncover, 

to a certain degree, whether your organization is prepared to integrate the channel from a structural and 

resource standpoint, but you may need to dig a little deeper to gain confidence in your team’s actual 

ability to execute.

For instance, establishing operational alignment provides high-level, cross-functional buy-in, but 

you’ll need to get more tactical to establish the specific process protocols that will guard against 

miscommunications and oversights. Alex Nasson recounted a situation where a head-of business 

development proudly announced sealing a big deal with a top-tier client turned reseller only to learn, 

too late, that his efforts created major channel conflict casting the company in a very bad light with their 

existing channel partners.

You need to be prepared for all possible contingencies. Taking the time to walk through all the 

foreseeable scenarios helps you develop the detailed communication and engagement protocols that 

will make sure everyone who needs to be looped in is looped in and there is absolute clarity about both 

overarching goals and individual roles in the pursuit of those goals.

In addition to facilitating an effective channel strategy, part of developing executional excellence has 

to do with helping your team adopt a culture of accountability. “It’s so important to establish trust and 

to be accountable to your channel partners,” Nasson says. “It means extending the idea of ‘know-like-

trust’ across the entire experience — the pitch, the sale, and the after sale. It’s about acknowledging 

the partners so they feel less alone, not leaving them out on a limb or blaming them for a faulty 

implementation.”

When Nasson talks about executional excellence, it’s not just about what’s getting done, but how it 

gets done. “When a partner is questioning the expertise or value of a vendor, it’s critically important to 
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be clear about exactly how you are driving partner success,” he says. “It’s not always possible for you 

to promise that your company will be the market leader in every aspect, but you can always commit 

to being an excellent business partner — someone who is highly accountable, keeps promises, and is 

committed to service even when it’s not exactly convenient (like on nights and weekends when there’s a 

critical customer situation).”

4. COLLABORATIVE EVOLUTION

Finally, after defining the broad brushstrokes of your plan, confirming operational alignment, and 

establishing best practices for executional excellence, only one planning phase remains: acknowledging 

that the channel is a living, breathing ecosystem that is in a constant state of transformation. Though you 

will have hypotheses, you can’t predict exactly how the channel will evolve. Once your program is up 

and running, you may feel like you’ve finally crossed the finish line, but in truth you’re really just getting 

into position at the starting line. You have to be constantly tuned into how relationships and processes are 

changing and influencing your business.

Institute feedback loops and data capture systems that help you monitor relationships, activities, and key 

performance metrics As soon as your partners become active participants in your program, you have 

access to valuable customer and market intelligence that you can’t get anywhere else. Nasson cites one 

instance where a select group of high-impact individuals from channel partner companies were invited to 

be part of a “SWAT” team that spoke at industry conferences and events on behalf of the vendor. “They 

raised our awareness and credibility within the industry. They made connectivity to the market as close to 

instant as you could hope to get,” he says. “The experience and feedback shared helped us consistently 

predict trends that positively influenced the direction of the product and focus of the development teams.”

Though your sales reps will have some access to high-level, anecdotal information, your channel partners 

are typically much closer to the end user and have a much more intimate sense of exactly what’s 

working and what needs improvement. In some respects, you’ll find that this fourth phase of the strategy 

development process brings you full circle and provides a chance for additional discovery. This time, with 

your partners as contributors, you will have a much more accurate sense of what you’re looking for and 

where you’re going next.
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IMPORTANT QUESTIONS, 
ELEMENTS, AND CHALLENGES TO 
CONSIDER

Though your particular program strategy may borrow from others, ultimately the exact structure and 

approach you choose will be custom tailored to your business, your product, your resources, and your 

potential partners. There are a lot of variables.

Despite the almost endless array of possible outcomes to the process, everyone starts, more or less, with 

the same set of questions. Though the following list is not exhaustive, it provides a good starting point to 

help you make sure your strategy conversation covers all the important bases.

In the following section, we’re going to look at the key questions associated with:

»  Goal Setting

»  Company Infrastructure

»  Program Structure

»  Channel Compensation and Sales Conflict

THE PERSPECTIVE YOU GAIN THROUGH YOUR 
CHANNEL PARTNER’S EYES IS AN UNFILTERED 
LOOK AT EXACTLY HOW YOUR CUSTOMERS ARE 
ACTUALLY USING YOUR PRODUCT ON A DAY-TO-
DAY BASIS.
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GOAL SETTING

Before considering goal-related questions, get into the right mindset by reviewing these best practices.

THINK BOTH SHORT AND LONG-TERM

The channel is not a machine that you can turn on for immediate returns. It is an 

ecosystem that will develop and grow over time. Though your C-suite may have ideas 

about the ultimate outcome they’re after, it’s best to establish some interim goals that 

will demonstrate progress along the way.

MANAGE EXPECTATIONS

As the channel champion, it will be your job to educate teammates across all 

departments and within your organization’s leadership team so that they don’t 

make unreasonable assumptions about program performance. You can help your 

teammates maintain a realistic outlook by sharing stories about similar programs.

BE WILLING TO ADAPT

While it would be nice to set your goal and be done, the complexity of the channel 

tends to create moving targets. You may find that you need to adjust your sights once 

the program is underway. That’s okay. It’s preferable to be fully aware of how your 

situation is changing and have the flexibility to accommodate shifts on the fly.

Encouraging your entire team, including the cross-functional team within your organization and your 

partners, to adopt this mindset will help keep everyone on the same page.

With this foundation in place, you will be better equipped to establish specific, tactical goals that make 

practical sense for your particular program. Although your ultimate endgame will be to generate revenue, 

your channel goal-setting should encompasses not only the sales objectives, but also the recruitment and 

enablement objectives that support and drive the revenue. Together, this suite of goals will help you better 

assess your program’s effectiveness and stability at all stages.

The following questions will get you thinking about how to set appropriate benchmarks across each stage.
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PARTNER RECRUITMENT GOALS

Typically your recruitment goal will be based on hitting a predefined quota. In addition, you may have 

goals associated with recruiting a particular kind of partner, either within a specific vertical or tier. Your 

definition of recruitment success might also include measurement of the cost (in time and resources) to 

recruit a new partner.

»  How effective is your partner pitch?

»  Are there any opportunities to test different recruitment offers?

»  Are you making best use of opportunities to educate and support potential partners?

»  How are individual recruitment campaigns performing against their specific metrics?

»  Are you keeping the barriers to entry low?

»  Are you able to utilize and rank different methods of recruitment?

»  What is the typical turn-around time on signing a new partner?

»  What is your resource usage around recruiting a new partner?

»  How efficient is your on boarding process?

ENABLEMENT & PARTNER ADOPTION GOALS

Once you have partners working with you, it’s important to measure their level of engagement with your 

product, organization, and — specifically — sales and marketing materials. How frequently and deeply 

they interact with your support materials and staff is a good indicator of how invested they are in the 

program and how likely they are to generate revenue.

»  Are you able to clearly define the enablement materials your partner’s need/want most? By  

topic? By format?

»  Are you able to produce and distribute these materials consistently?

»  Do you have an effective communication strategy in place for your partners?

»  Do you have an effective communication strategy in place for your internal channel team?

»  Are you utilizing the most effective communication channels (including social if appropriate)?

»  Are your partners downloading your enablement materials?

»  Are your partners engaging with you about your enablement materials?

»  Are your partners participating in your training and/or certification events and programs?

»  Are your enablement materials and support making it possible for partners to help customers?

»  Are holes in your enablement process creating partner/customer bottlenecks?

SALES & REVENUE GOALS

While there are many ways to quantify channel contributions to your overall business objectives, the 

bottom line is always about generating revenue. Measuring sales and revenue is pretty straightforward 

and involves looking at the number of leads/opportunities/qualified sales, annual contracts, subscriptions, 
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etc. Whatever your particular metric set is, you will likely also want to look at some of the more nuanced 

elements in order to better understand overall performance.

»  How does the cost to acquire a new customer (CAC) compare for direct vs. channel sales?

»  How does the channel influence retention and affect the overall lifetime value (LTV) of a customer?

»  How does the channel influence upselling and cross-selling activities with customers?

.

COMPANY INFRASTRUCTURE

During phase two of strategy development a large part of your focus will be on assessing your  

organization’s ability to integrate and maintain a channel program. This means taking a hard look at the 

people, processes, and systems that underlie the work you do in order to determine if theywill be able to 

support your vision for implementing channel sales and marketing.

PEOPLE: ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

» How are functional roles defined within your organization?

» What role does each functional group play in direct sales activities?

» What are the big picture and day-to-day priorities of each group?

» What role will each play in channel sales activities?

» How well versed is each group about the channel concept, mindset, and logistics?

» What is the reporting structure and how will the integration of channel complement or change it?

» How can you best engage company leadership in your channel initiative?

» How can you promote the inclusion of channel leadership in company-wide planning?

PROCESSES: PROTOCOLS AND STANDARDS

» Where and when do key cross-functional interactions take place?

» What are the primary methods of inter-company communication?

» What are the most effective methods of inter-company communication?

» What is your current, direct sales process? Who is involved? Where are their bottlenecks? What  

kinds of conflicts arise?

» How agile is your organization around making and implementing decisions? What is the process  
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for presenting and facilitating those kinds of conversations?

SYSTEMS: TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY

» What tools and technology are currently in use for direct sales?

» How can those systems be adapted for channel sales?

» What types of systems do you see in place in comparable channel programs for competitors or  

collaborators?

» What additional systems do you want/need in place for channel (a partner portal, for instance,  

or specific solutions to help you manage partner relationships, training, lead registration,   

incentives, etc.)?

» What integration/interoperability issues can you anticipate within internal systems and/or with  

partner systems?

PROGRAM STRUCTURE & ASSETS

Whether you start out bootstrapping with a skeleton crew, or choose to ramp up with a full staff and a 

lot of up-front planning, there is a wide variety of considerations related to program structure. You won’t 

necessarily be able to (or need to) define all of these before you launch your initial program, but it’s a 

good idea to familiarize yourself with them in the beginning so that you have a sense of what types of 

conversations and decisions you’ll need to address as your program grows and evolves.

Your program structure will, by necessity, be defined in great part by the constraints of your company 

infrastructure. Developing a program with management and support needs that exceed your available 

resources will only set you up for failure. Better to reverse engineer the best program you can based on 

the people and tools available, and then use your wins with this prototype to justify adding resources and 

supporting technology.

Here are some elements and assets to consider for your program structure:
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»  Partner Portal

»  Partner Community

»  Partner FAQ

»  Product Marketing Collateral and Support

»  Product Related Content Assets (Email  

Templates, White Papers, Ebooks, Case 

Studies, Videos, Brand Guidelines, etc.)

»  Product Sales Collateral and Support

»  Market Analysis

»  Sales Assets (Sales Presentations, etc.)

»  Direct Sales Support (Presence on Calls, etc.)

»  Reseller Locator

»  Recruitment Pitch (Including value proposition 

for partners)

»  Deal/Lead Registration Requirements

»  Qualification Requirements

»  Program Marketing Materials

»  Reseller Agreement

»  Reseller Screening Document

»  Reseller Policies

»  Training Requirements

»  Certification

PARTNER RECRUITMENT AND ENGAGEMENT

ENABLEMENT

»  Spec Sheets

»  Technical Collateral and Support

»  Technical Documentation

»  Virtual Training

»  Implementation Assistance

»  Maintenance

»  Partner Funds (Co-op Funds, Market 

Development Funds, etc.)

»  General Partner Communications 

»  Primary Point of Partner Contact

»  Partner Resources on Non-Product Topics 

(Content, Training, Support)

SALES AND REPORTING

»  Sales Quotas

»  Margins

»  Levels/Tiers and Associated Requirements

»  Lead Registration

»  Conflict Identification and Resolution
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CHANNEL COMPENSATION AND 
SALES CONFLICT

CHOOSING THE LONG VIEW OVER THE QUICK HIT

With a value-added reseller channel model, though incentives (commissions) do play a role, they are not 

typically the primary focus of the compensation conversation. “Traditional compensation is an important 

motivator, but it isn’t the only one,” says Alex Nasson, adding, “The money is just table stakes.”

In a traditional software reseller scenario, the reseller makes its money upfront on a one-time, big-ticket 

sale. In a SaaS VAR reseller model, the primary value to the partner lies in the vendor’s ability to help grow 

the partner’s business through the sale of additional services. “Because we focus on helping partners grow 

their business and enable them to sell ten dollars of services for every dollar of software,” Peter Caputa 

explains, “they don’t need to build their business on commissions.” Although the HubSpot commission is 

quite generous, the bigger value partners see is gaining the ability to package services in a way they 

couldn’t before. Partnering with HubSpot enables them to expand and scale their services, which is the 

core of their business and where they already focus their efforts.

DEFINING WHERE THE VALUE LIES

As with any conversation about who gets which piece of the pie, VAR channel compensation discussions 

can turn into a debate about where the value lies for the customer. Nasson posits that in many cases the 

lion’s share of the value lies with the VAR reseller who is developing and deploying the end user solution. 

“True business value isn’t realized by the joint client until the software is up and running and the specific 

solution is delivered via the reseller providing the necessary related services and training.”

Though the vendor sees value upon purchase, the customer won’t gain any return on that investment 

without the support of the VAR reseller.

On the other hand, Dan Glazer warns against undervaluing your product. “If you have a successful 

direct sales business, there’s a reason people buy from you,” he says. “Though partners do add value 

to the equation, their contribution is usually about complementary services. Don’t underestimate your 

technology, and always be clear about the value each party brings.”

PROVING THE ECONOMICS WORKS

Whatever compensation model you choose, you have to be able to prove that the economics of the 
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model work — for your company and for your partners. “After hiring channel account managers and 

validating that our customer economics worked at scale, we established support across the company, 

including sales, services, marketing, ops, training, and development,” says Peter Caputa. “We no longer 

question the economics of the program; it’s woven into the fabric of the company.”

Most of the experts we spoke with cautioned against trying to jumpstart your channel program with 

aggressively reduced rates. While this may seem like a viable way to attain early critical mass, it’s an 

almost guaranteed way to create channel conflict and also has potential long-term consequences over 

the lifetime of a customer. Dan Glazer saw a scenario in which special partner pricing prompted some 

existing direct customers to request switching to the partner model. In other cases, SaaS companies 

undercut their resellers, effectively stealing deals from the partners. This type of activity destroys any trust 

you’ve built up and, in the worst case, incentivizes your so-called partners to look for alternate solutions 

and even facilitate a coup in cooperation with a competitor.

Ultimately, the model you design has to be fair and equitable for all parties involved.

AVOIDING CHANNEL CONFLICT

As mentioned, the biggest land mine in the channel landscape is the potential for sales conflicts.

There are many ways to proactively avoid channel conflicts depending on the kinds of situations you 

anticipate. For instance, if you are worried about direct sales reps undercutting the channel, your pricing 

structure might include channel-specific discounts and a fixed price point for direct sales. You may choose 

to compensate your internal sales so that it doesn’t make any difference to their commissions whether the 

sale goes through the channel or direct. You may offer your direct reps an additional incentive for channel 

sales.

Other methods that can help reduce channel conflict include segmenting products by seller type, making 

certain geographical or vertical territories exclusive to certain sellers, rotating promotions, providing MDF 

and co-op funds to resellers, etc. In addition, implementing a lead registration process and system can be 

very helpful in eliminating the risk of having direct and channel in pursuit of the same business.

HELPING YOUR SALES TEAM KEEP THE BIG PICTURE IN MIND

In the same way that you need to help your partners take the long view by understanding the value 

you deliver helps them grow their business over the long-term, you and your sales organization need to 

keep your eye on the big picture and the ultimate goal of building a channel ecosystem that will provide 

substantial, long-term revenue to your company.

When explaining why it’s sometimes to your advantage to make less money on an initial sale in order to 

process that sale through the channel, Skok says, “Why would you intentionally reduce your initial profit 
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by handing the deal off to a partner? Simple. Because it’s an investment in creating a channel relationship 

that will deliver more value in the long run.”

It’s helpful to keep the success of the customer in mind. Glazer notes that Optimizely’s partners add value 

for customers by providing support services that his in-house team does not. “Sometimes we find that a 

direct sale needs more support than we provide,” he explains. “We’ll pull a channel partner into the deal 

to ensure that the customer succeeds. We routinely pass a lot of deals back and forth like this. It makes 

our partners very motivated to work with us and creates a mutually beneficial relationship that helps grow 

both our businesses.”

CRAFTING YOUR CHANNEL 
STRATEGY: QUICK RECAP

Researching and building a strong channel strategy is a big undertaking. There are many moving parts 

and personalities involved. You have to do a lot of proactive work to uncover the truth about motivations, 

expectations, and feasibility. But, despite the inherent challenges, the potential benefits still usually 

outweigh the effort required. Done right, a well-thought-out strategy becomes a stable foundation upon 

which you can build a successful channel ecosystem, even though you may not know at the start exactly 

how that ecosystem will develop and evolve.



BUILDING YOUR CHANNEL 
TEAM

CHAPTER 3: O
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Whether you’re working with one person or one hundred people, there are some universal best 

practices to consider when it comes to structuring and managing a channel marketing team. 

To maximize their chances of success, top performing channel teams typically share three common 

characteristics.

THREE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
SUCCESSFUL CHANNEL TEAMS

1. THEY’RE CROSS-FUNCTIONAL

Though a channel program may start out small, perhaps as an extension of your sales operation, it’s best 

to take a crossfunctional approach from the start. This is the only way to ensure not only program survival, 

but also scalability.

Speaking frankly about the initial development of the channel team for Optimizely, Dan Glazer says, “At 

first, we overlooked the fact that channel affects every part of the organization. We started out working 

solely with sales, but soon realized that we needed to involve finance, marketing, and even our product 

team.” As Glazer points out, channel touches every aspects of your business, even to the point of 

influencing product development based on channel partner feedback on features and usability.

Based on his experience, Glazer recommends meeting with the various functional leaders within your 

organization as part of your due diligence. “You need to have the resource conversation up front,” he 

says. One way to approach this is to quantify the percentage of revenue you expect to generate via the 

channel and then use that figure to help resource owners understand your need to tap into their tech/

training/marketing/etc. personnel and other assets. “It’s the difference between night and day when you 

have connections and support within those cross-functional teams,” Glazer says.

Once you’ve established those contacts, Glazer recommends showing them how channel can help 

solve their problems, “You need to figure out the ways in which each cross-functional team can win 

with channel,” he says. “The executive teams mostly get it, but the extended teams may need further 

education.”

In his business development role at Pantheon, Halid Ibrahimovic considers himself an internal advocate for 

channel, “I work closely with partner marketing, product, support, and our direct sales team to make sure 

we’re strategically aligned over the next quarter in terms of campaigns we’re going to launch and any 

other details.” In this way, Ibrahimovic ensures that all the functional leads are kept in the loop on what’s 

happening with channel, so there are no developmental surprises or unexpected resource demands.
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2. THEY HAVE COMPANY-WIDE BUY-IN AND SUPPORT

Given the typical resource constraints of expansion-stage SaaS companies, the efforts to develop a 

channel program tend to come in fits and starts. Without a comprehensive strategy and systematic 

approach that delivers company-wide visibility, you will find it difficult to garner the support you need to 

build and maintain a successful channel program.

“Organizationally, the head of channel should report to the CEO or be on an executive committee,” says 

Peter Caputa. “This level of access and influence is important because every decision company leadership 

makes will impact the partners.” Caputa also advocates for having a channel representative involved in 

annual planning. “In terms of growth, the important channel considerations aren’t necessarily intuitive for 

people not directly involved in that aspect of the business.”

Dan Glazer agrees that it’s important to engage each team within the context of the whole organization. 

“Each team has its own nitiatives,” he explains, “But even though they work towards it in different ways, 

they are all aligned with one company goal.”

BOTTOM LINE: AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE, YOU 
WANT TO HAVE COMPANY-WIDE TOP-DOWN 
AND BOTTOM-UP SUPPORT FOR YOUR EFFORTS. 
YOU WANT EVERYONE IN YOUR ORGANIZATION 
THINKING ABOUT THE CHANNEL AS MUCH AS THEY 
THINK ABOUT DIRECT SALES.

3. THEY ARE SOMEWHAT SPECIALIZED

Although you don’t need to build or engage a specialized team right out of the gate, there are a few 

mindset and tactical considerations to keep in mind when putting your channel team together.

For example, David Skok warns against expecting that your inside sales reps will transition easily to 

BOTTOM LINE: UNDERSTAND THAT WHAT YOU 
DO WITH THE CHANNEL HAS FAR-REACHING 
IMPLICATIONS THAT WILL AFFECT ALL THE TEAMS 
WITHIN YOUR ORGANIZATION. DON’T KEEP THEM 
IN THE DARK. GIVE THEM THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
ENGAGE EARLY AND HELP YOU BUILD A CHANNEL 
PROGRAM THAT HAS CROSS-FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT.
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channel sales. “There’s a different mindset involved in committing to the long-term effort of building a 

channel,” he explains. “Sales people used to direct sales prefer more control and the faster results that 

come from doing things directly with the customer.” In contrast, channel sales people know that their 

patience will be rewarded. “They know that the channel will help them get greater leverage than doing 

things themselves.”

In addition to sales reps, Skok is adamant that the head of sales should be very committed to the channel 

program. “You need a leader who is willing to see the program through the bumpy phases of the early 

days,” he says. “For example, you may hand off a lead to a channel partner, and they might bungle it. 

Sticking with it through those rough patches requires someone who has seen the model work before and 

is willing to commit to the long-term vision.” With your head of sales bought into the channel, you can rely 

on his or her leadership skills to manage the rest of the sales organization and provide the appropriate 

training.

Firas Raouf points out that you may also need to specialize a little based on the unique nature of your 

business and your partners. For instance, in his work with a SaaS company that sells marketing tools, he 

deals with a range of partner types — some use the software internally while others manage the software 

on behalf of their clients to a varying degree of detail. For this type of situation, Raouf recommends 

assigning support based on the partner role (marketing, sales, services, etc.). “Each situation varies,” 

he says, “But by honing in on the type or partner, you can more easily determine who within the SaaS 

company should own the relationship.”

BOTTOM LINE: WHILE YOU DON’T NEED TO INSIST 
THAT EVERY MEMBER OF YOUR CHANNEL TEAM BE 
SOLELY DEDICATED TO CHANNEL, IT IS A GOOD 
IDEA TO MAKE SURE THEY ARE FULLY VERSED IN 
AND COMMITTED TO YOUR CHANNEL PHILOSOPHY.

EXAMPLE TEAM SCENARIOS

While each channel team’s structure and personnel will vary based on the unique resource availability of 

the SaaS company and support needs of the partners, it can be helpful to look at how other companies 

have built out their teams.
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ROLES AT HUBSPOT

» Channel Account Manager

Helps partners with sales opportunities (including co-running sales calls and being available to 

field integration questions, etc.) and, depending on the stage of a partner relationship, provides 

relationship-building support such as providing specific resources.

» Channel Consultant

Leads implementation of software and inbound methodology for both the channel partner and the 

partner’s clients.

» Sales Training

Provides recorded, group training.

» Channel Marketing Team

Creates sales and marketing materials for the channel partners.

» Communications Lead

Manages creation and distribution of a weekly partner newsletter along with supplement, 

targeted communications tailored to specific partner segments, also manages webinar series that 

covers both product-related and inbound best practices topics.

» VP Channel Programs

Works with IT and operations teams to ensure systems and interfaces include features and 

workflows required for partner engagement.

ROLES AT PANTHEON

» Partner Marketing Lead

Fills top of funnel with potential partners, assists partners with co-marketing (including joint events, 

email campaigns, webinars, case studies, etc.).

» Recruitment Lead

Manages initial engagement and handles some on-boarding.

» Business Development Manager

Handles on-boarding and relationship management for strategic partners, advocates internally for 

the channel program, works with partners to identify opportunities to increase adoption, provides 

support on upper-tier sales calls.

» Training Lead

Provides training support for all groups, including channel partners.



EXECUTING YOUR PLAN

CHAPTER 4: O
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W ith the heavy lifting of strategy research and development behind you, you’re ready to get down 

to implementing your plan. The following section covers the three phases associated with launch-

ing your channel program:

»  Research: Finding the Right Partners

»  Recruitment: Getting Partners Onboard

»  Enablement: Helping Partners Succeed

As with many other aspects of developing a channel program, there are many variables that will come 

into play in each phase. Which tactics make sense for you will depend on your product, your market, and 

your potential partners. The following section will, however, give you a high-level overview of the kinds of 

things you need to think about when you are ready to put your strategy to the test.

RESEARCH: FINDING THE RIGHT 
PARTNERS

The choices you make about who to partner with can make or break your channel program. At a 

high level, you need to be sure that you’ve chosen the right category of partners. As you drill down to 

individual partners, you need to ensure that each partner is a good fit philosophically, operationally, and 

in terms of ability to perform.

BEGIN WITH THE END CUSTOMER

Everything comes back to the customer, so it makes sense to start your search by looking at their needs. 

When thinking about how to identify channel partners, look at how your customers buy and use your 

product. Where are there gaps in their experience that could be filled by a channel partner? What types 

of additional support and facilitation do they need to make the best use of your product? You are looking 

for opportunities to help them succeed at the highest level with your product.

As much as possible, talk directly with the people who are in the trenches. Customer interviews can be 

very helpful, but don’t overlook the value of talking with internal resources like your customer service and 

technical support teams. These people will be able to provide you with a real-world sense of exactly 

where customers need more help or are suggesting complementary products and services that might be 

best delivered by a partner channel.
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IDENTIFY POTENTIAL PARTNER ROLES

Once you have a sense of customer needs in the context of your product, you can begin to research 

the different functional roles that help customers meet these needs. Who is already working with your 

customers, providing guidance and support on matters related to your product? These are likely the 

organizations you want to partner with.

In addition to looking at the different functional roles partners play, you also want to consider potential 

partner types in terms of the value you can bring to their business. How can you help each potential 

partner type grow their business by expanding or scaling services? What types of related support can you 

deliver that will help them succeed against their own business objectives?

DEFINE YOUR IDEAL PARTNER

Once you’ve narrowed your search down to a particular partner type, you can start to get more

specific about how to define your ideal partner. You may use criteria such as location, audience

scope, service offering, or niche focus to help you further define which potential partners will be the

best fit for you. You may prioritize your partners by sales performance, breadth of reach, skill level,

sales capability, or technological assets — whichever criteria make the most sense in the context of

your channel objectives.

ARMED WITH THESE KINDS OF DETAILS, YOU’LL 
BE BETTER EQUIPPED TO BEGIN A STRONG 
RECRUITMENT EFFORT.

RECRUITMENT: GETTING PARTNERS 
ONBOARD

“We approach partner recruitment like a sale,” says Halid Ibrahimovic. “We pitch prospective partners 

on the value of becoming a partner.” This is the case for most SaaS vendors at the expansion stage. 

You don’t yet have the market cache to command instant interest, so you need to think about attracting 

partners similar to the way you attract customers, though with entirely different messaging.
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Even HubSpot, which recruits about ninety-five percent of its partners via the web, looks at each partner 

relationship as a two-way street. “We spend quite a bit of time helping potential partners evaluate our 

program,” Peter Caputa says. In the course of developing and growing HubSpot’s channel program, 

Caputa has identified four steps that have been particularly instrumental in the program’s recruitment 

efforts:

HUBSPOT’S 4 STEPS TO RECRUITING CHANNEL PARTNERS

1. THINK MARKETING (NOT SALES)

“From day one, we started hosting a lot of educational webinars that were directed specifically at our 

potential partners — marketing agencies and consultants,” Caputa explains. “When they were over, I just 

sat back and watched the interest in our program fly in. I never had to call anyone who didn’t contact us 

first. In short, we used inbound marketing to bring the market to us instead of relying on old-school sales 

tactics (hounding, begging, and bribing) to build our program.”

2. SOLVE YOUR RESELLERS’ CHALLENGES FIRST

HubSpot has built its VAR channel around helping resellers solve their own marketing challenges. “While 

resellers must believe your software will help their clients,” Caputa says, “they must first believe that 

you can help them.” After watching HubSpot salespeople spin their wheels giving demos to marketing 

consultants who had little intention or ability to sell the HubSpot product to their clients, Caputa began 

routing those kinds of inquiries to their webinars. “As it turned out, most small and mid-sized marketing 

agencies and consultants need training on how to run their own businesses,” Caputa explains. “So, we 

began offering that training to our prospective partners, and by doing that we’ve helped thousands of 

agencies increase recurring revenue, lower cost of delivery, and improve client retention.” As a “side 

effect,” they’ve also managed to grow one of the most successful SaaS channel programs in the industry.

3. DON’T SELL A PRODUCT — SELL A PLATFORM

If it’s a viable option for you, explore ways to expand your mission (and software offering) to provide a 

more complete solution for your partners, and — ultimately — your mutual customers. This is a strategy that 

HubSpot has used to great effect via expanded features (email marketing, automation, CRM, analytics, 

etc.) and APIs that support custom solutions. “Our expanded offerings enable agencies to offer additional 

services to their clients more efficiently, and ultimately deliver more value to clients at a lower cost,” 

Caputa says. “The breadth of our platform is a compelling reason to not just resell our product, but to 

standardize on our platform.”

4. KEEP THE BARRIERS TO ENTRY LOW

Most traditional resellers require partners to invest a significant amount of time and money up front. The 

HubSpot team took a different approach. “We require no additional investment beyond what a standard 
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customer would pay,” Caputa says. “Keeping the entry price low has allowed us to recruit one-person 

marketing consultants and small agencies as resellers. And, while it’s true that each of those individual 

resellers won’t bring in a lot of new business on their own, collectively they have an enormous impact.”

Your approach may be based on your product and business model, but the idea is to make it easy for 

partners to say “yes” to your pitch. Reduce friction in order to land that initial engagement and then move 

into a strong enablement program to help them realize the value of the partnership.

MORE RECRUITMENT TACTICS: WHILE HUBSPOT 
OBVIOUSLY UTILIZES AN INBOUND-HEAVY 
APPROACH, THERE ARE MANY TRADITIONAL 
OUTBOUND RECRUITMENT TACTICS YOU CAN 
UTILIZE, AS WELL. FOR A LIST OF IDEAS, VISIT: 
www.chanimal.com/resources/channel-marketing/recruit-resellers

ENABLEMENT: HELPING PARTNERS 
SUCCEED

1. TEACH THEM TO FISH

“Paying for the product isn’t as big a hurdle as learning the product,” says Peter Caputa. This is why his 

team has invested so much in the training and certification elements of their channel program. “We’ve 

created what’s almost like a mini MBA for our agency partners,” he says. And the results have been stellar.

David Skok experienced this success of this approach with SolidWorks’ VAR channel program, 

“[SolidWorks] chose to address the problem in a far more innovative way by looking at their existing 

VAR channel as an unoptimized resource, and figuring out what steps would need to be taken to further 

develop the business skills of that channel. The result was something extraordinary: a program where 

SolidWorks provided their VARs with a full education on every aspect of running a business, equivalent to 

a mini-MBA program. [SolidWorks] became business mentors to the VARs, educating them on all aspects of 

how to run a great company. This included not only sales and marketing, but also finance, HR, recruiting, 

business planning, etc. Their efforts paid back in spades, as SolidWorks quadrupled sales and grew their 
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profit margins to double the industry norms.”

Figuring out what your partners need to succeed and how you can help fill those needs is the linchpin 

of many of the most successful SaaS VAR channel programs. The exact tactics you use will vary, but the 

end goal is to empower your partners in their own business. Once they have achieved a greater level of 

competence and independence, they will be better equipped to sell your product to their end customers.

2. COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY

As in any collaboration, consistent and clear communication is key. Once you’ve recruited a partner, 

you want to establish and maintain an on-going dialog to promote continued engagement. The trick is in 

getting the communication methods, content, and frequency right.

In her work helping IT vendors communicate with and enable their partners, Heather K. Margolis of 

Channel Maven Consulting focuses on reaching partners without “bombarding” them. “Partners often 

work with eight to fifteen IT vendors. That means they are getting exponentially more emails than just the 

ones you are sending,” she explains. “They don’t usually have time to process all the information coming 

in via email.” Margolis recommends that, based on their upfront research about partner preferences, SaaS 

companies experiment with alternative methods of communication including social media, mobile apps, 

and email nurture campaigns. “The key,” she says, “is to avoid overwhelm without losing traction and 

focus on alerting them to resources and programs that will help them sell your solutions.

You also want to be sure that you make good use of two-way communication channels like blogs and 

message boards. Although you may feel like you are driving the program, you have a lot to gain by 

listening closely to your partners. As much as possible, make it easy for partners to provide feedback, give 

suggestions, and lead the conversation about how your program should grow.

3. PROVIDE PARTNERS THE RIGHT MARKETING AND SALES TOOLS

On a tactical level, channel enablement has a lot to do with getting the right materials and tools into your 

partners’ hands. The materials you choose to create and distribute for your channel will vary, but you can 

refer back to the starter list in Chapter 2 for assets and collateral that might help them do a better job 

marketing and selling your product.
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MEASURING AND OPTIMIZING 
CHANNEL PERFORMANCE

PART 1: UNDERSTANDING WHAT DRIVES SAAS SUCCESS

The best channel strategies are built around serving the needs of your customers and helping your 

partners grow their business, but that doesn’t mean that your channel work is altruistic. When all is said 

and done, you must be able to quantify the value channel delivers to your business and show how 

helping others ultimately helps your company.

David Skok identifies the three keys to successful growth in SaaS:

1.  Acquiring Customers

2.  Retaining Customers

3.  Monetizing Customers

If you can master these three elements of your business, you can be pretty certain that you’re doing things 

right. Interestingly, in the right situations, a value-added reseller can provide an important advantage in 

each of these areas.

Skok establishes two guidelines that are very useful in determining the viability of any SaaS business. While 

traditional software licenses require a substantial upfront investment, the SaaS business model is built 

around the concept of recurring revenue. Because your return is delivered over an extended period of 

time, the two figures you need to manage are the cost of acquiring a new customer (CAC) and the lifetime 

value of a customer (LTV).

Skok’s guidelines, which he has validated with many SaaS businesses, state that to be successful:

»  The LTV of your customer must be at least three times higher than your CAC.

»  The time required to recoup your CAC must be less than twelve months.

USING THE VAR CHANNEL TO REDUCE CAC

Based on these guidelines, keeping your CAC as low as possible is clearly critical. In the right cases, VAR 

channel resellers can be an extremely effective way to reduce your CAC. David Skok points out how 

HubSpot recognized they had a more favorable LTV:CAC ratio selling to the VSB (very small business) 

market through VARs than selling direct. So they adjusted their focus and personnel accordingly.
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It will take some time to get to a point where you have enough experience and data to demonstrate 

specific trends, but once you’ve identified those trends you will be able to also identify opportunities to 

optimize your channel efforts.

USING THE VAR CHANNEL TO IMPROVE RETENTION

The second of Skok’s keys to success — retaining customers — is one that he believes should take top 

priority. “The second item should be first on your list of things to get right,” he says. “If you can’t keep your 

customers happy, and keep them using the service, there is no point in worrying acquiring more of them. 

You will simply be filling a leaky bucket.”

Reducing churn is another area where a VAR channel can provide critical support. Skok identifies the 

primary causes of customer turnover that can be at least partially addressed by VAR channel partners as 

follows:

YOU ARE NOT MEETING YOUR CUSTOMERS’ EXPECTATIONS.

If the product is not providing enough perceived value, the customer will discontinue 

use. VAR channel partners can help customers get the most out of your software so 

that they can realize the full benefit of using it.

YOU ARE UNABLE TO INCREASE ADOPTION.

SaaS software can be especially susceptible to low adoption because the amortized 

cost makes the overall expense seem lower, so there is less urgency for the customer 

to recoup costs. VAR channel partners can help ensure adoption through hands-on 

management of the software on behalf of customers, or by integrating your software 

into their standard workflows.

YOUR SALES TEAM HAS OVERSOLD THE PRODUCT OR SOLD 
IT TO THE WRONG CUSTOMER.

While direct sales reps may be tempted to hype particular features or move forward 

with a sale even when they know your product isn’t exactly the right fit, a VAR 

channel partner (who has a working relationship with the customer) will always make 

sure that the customer knows exactly what he is buying.

By definition, VAR channel partners can, and often do, take on a lot of the heavy lifting associated with 

helping customers integrate, adopt, and use your product. They are one step closer to your customer and 

therefore better able to ensure customer happiness on a case-by-case, day-by-day basis.
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USING THE VAR CHANNEL TO INCREASE UPSELL/CROSS SELL 
OPPORTUNITIES

The VAR partner’s close proximity to the customer can also work to your advantage by providing your 

product team with an up-close-and-personal, real-world look at what customers actually want.

Since, in many cases, your channel partners will be either managing your software on behalf of your 

mutual customers, or will at least be working hand-in-hand with them, they will have direct access to real-

time feedback on what’s working and what’s not, which features customers are really using, and which 

features are on the customer wish list. Customers are also more likely to be frank in their feedback when 

talking with a channel partner than when talking with someone inside your organization, meaning that — 

in some cases — the channel may be your best way to get at the truth quickly.

Overall, whether it is just part of your sales strategy, or the focus of your entire go-to-market plan, using 

the VAR channel can help improve your performance across all three of Skok’s keys to SaaS success.

PART 2: FOLLOWING GENERAL MEASUREMENT BEST PRACTICES

BE CLEAR ABOUT YOUR GOALS.

Review what you learned during the discovery phase of your strategy development. What goals and 

expectations did you establish? How did you define success? You can’t measure accurately against a 

vague idea. You need to know exactly what you’re trying to accomplish and how you’ll know you’ve 

accomplished it before you can figure out a process for assessing your progress.

TRACK PROGRESS REGULARLY.

Once you’ve determined the metrics that matter most, be intentional about establishing a consistent 

review schedule. Check in frequently with your team. Keep people updated on how things are going and 

solicit their feedback on how things look from their perspective. Remember that it’s important to remain 

agile and open to experimentation.

These regular check-ins with your internal team and external partners will help you keep your finger on 

the pulse of your program so you can nurture what’s working and course correct where things seem to 

have gone awry.

But, again, give it time.

By now you know that channel marketing is not a campaign. It is not a quick fix. While it’s important to 

stay tuned into your team’s progress, it’s equally important to manage everyone’s expectations (including 

yours) about when you’ll start to see a return on your investment. Because channel efforts do not make 
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immediate contributions to the bottom line, these programs are often written off prematurely. Remember 

that channel is a long-term play.

LOOK CAREFULLY AT CHANNEL VS. DIRECT PERFORMANCE.

Benchmarking channel sales performance against direct sales performance is critical to uncovering your 

most effective, efficient, and profitable approach to both acquisition and retention. You may find that you 

are best served by a one hundred percent channel play, or that your product is better suited to a hybrid 

approach where direct and channel sales each fulfill the needs of particular customer audience segments. 

Whichever approach works best for you, comparing and contrasting channel vs. direct sales will help you 

better understand exactly how your customers want to buy from you and what keeps them engaged.

USE WHAT YOU LEARN.

Finally, make sure that you put your measurement and analysis efforts to good use by basing future 

channel decisions on what you’ve learned. As Brad Coffey’s anecdote about switching from a direct to 

partner sales strategy illustrates, it can be highly profitable to pay close attention to what’s working and 

why so that you can shift your focus and approach to better serve your overall business objectives.



CONCLUSIONO
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T hough they come from all different walks of life and work across a wide spectrum of industries, 

the people behind SaaS companies all have one thing in common — they are all problem solvers. 

Whether you are a company leader, product developer, marketing lead, or sales person, the product 

you’re bringing to market is inspired by a desire to help increase efficiency, productivity, and performance 

through smart, powerful software. In short, your company is on a mission to deliver a solution that helps 

other people do a better job.

Your channel marketing program should be driven and defined by that same mission.

Successful SaaS channel marketing strategies focus not on how others can help you achieve your goals, 

but on how your organization can empower its partners in their role serving your mutual customers. 

Aligning your company with the right VAR partners gives you the opportunity to become the architect of a 

thriving business ecosystem that supports the growth of everyone involved: your customers, your partners, 

and — ultimately — your own company.

To do this right, you need to orient everything you do and everyone on your team around supporting and 

empowering your partners.

Developing and growing a strong SaaS channel program takes vision, patience, and collaboration. 

The relationships between you and your partners must be built on transparency, respect, and alignment 

around a mutual desire to solve a problem for your shared customers. The process, with all its moving 

parts and variables, can be complex, but a combination of proactive planning and startup-style agility 

will give you a strong advantage. Ask a lot of questions. Test a lot of theories. And learn from both your 

wins and your mistakes. As other companies have experienced first hand, when you find the right channel 

solution, the rewards will far outweigh the initial investment.

Good luck!
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APPENDIX

ABOUT THE EXPERTS

DAN GLAZER  
Head of Partnerships
Flexport 
Giving businesses a platform 
that helps them easily 
conceive and run optimization 
experiments that inform better, 
data-driven decisions.

FIRAS RAOUF  
Founder
[N]Squared Advisory 
Helping non-US, early-stage 
B2B software companies 
become high value ventures by 
developing and executing their 
US market entry and growth 
strategies.

HALID IBRAHIMOVIC
Sr. Director of Sales
Guru
Providing top developers, 
marketers, and IT pros with a 
professional platform on which 
to build, launch, and run all 
their WordPress and Drupal 
websites.

PETER CAPUTA
CEO 
Databox
Helping companies attract 
visitors, convert leads, and 
close customers via inbound 
marketing.

ALEX NASSON  
Advisor & Management 
Consultant
Guiding early and mid-stage 
startups through critical growth 
stages with a focus on creating 
effective partner strategies, 
developing high performing 
partner programs, and building 
world class alliances and 
channel partnerships.

DAVID SKOK  
General Partner
Matrix Partners
Providing entrepreneurs 
with guidance and support 
via his VC initiatives and his 
extensive personal experience, 
particularly in the area of 
helping SaaS companies 
build a successful sales and 
marketing machine.

HEATHER K. MARGOLIS  
Founder and CEO
Channel Maven 
Providing strategic channel 
and marketing consulting to 
IT channel organizations of all 
sizes.
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SAMPLE SAAS VAR CHANNEL 
PROGRAMS

If you’re considering launching a SaaS VAR channel program, you might want to take a look at some of 

the successful programs that are already working for other B2B SaaS brand in the market. Sometimes, 

taking inspiration from someone else’s example is the shortest route to finding your own path to success. 

Here are a handful of examples to consider:

HUBSPOT

The HubSpot VAR channel program, probably one of the best known and most often cited in the B2B SaaS 

industry, is a great example of many of the best practices outlined in this guide. In fact, you can also learn 

a great deal about Hubspot’s approach and commitment to the VAR channel model just by visiting the 

partner area of their website.

THE PRODUCT: All-in-one inbound marketing platform. From the site: “… attract, engage, and delight 

customers by delivering inbound experiences that are relevant, helpful, and personalized.”

THE PARTNERS: Marketing Agencies

THE PROGRAM: HubSpot’s program serves a variety of agency types from one-person operations to 

larger, full-service agencies. Program tiers are defined by the dollar value of MRR (monthly recurring 

revenue) plus “Client Success,” a focus that belies HubSpot’s dedication to ensuring that resellers use the 

HubSpot product to help their own customers grow their businesses.

Even a quick visit to the partner pages on the HubSpot website make it clear that the SaaS company is 

passionate about helping their channel partners succeed. All the content and messaging is built around 

this singular objective, leading with the simple yet strong headline, “Become a Better Agency.”

The “pitch” for the program talks about how HubSpot helps its agency partners solve their most pressing 

problems: generating new business, proving ROI, and building a more stable and sustainable business 

through retainer contracts. The pitch continues by outlining all the resources and support available to 

HubSpot partners. None of these materials are about how to sell HubSpot to their customers. There are no 

spec sheets or features and benefits lists. Instead, the page highlights all the ways in which HubSpot helps 

its partners improve their own business through extensive training, consulting, and collaboration.

THE SUCCESS: In his OpenView blog post, 7 Steps HubSpot Used to Scale Its Channel Program, HubSpot 

VP of Sales, Peter Caputa, shares that for the first quarter of 2014, the VAR channel program has produced 

approximately 42% of the company’s customers and 33% of revenue.
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SOLIDWORKS

THE PRODUCT: SolidWorks is a solid modeling CAD (computer-aided design) software used by engineers 

and designers in both professional and educational settings.

THE PARTNERS: Providers of complementary software and services that help SolidWorks users bring their 

products to market more efficiently and cost-effectively. These certified VARs provide product training, 

startup services, and on-going support.

THE PROGRAM: According to Skok’s article, “SolidWorks: The Best VAR Management Program in the 

World?” the SolidWorks VAR program rolled out in the three phases. The first phase focused on clearly 

defining what VAR partners wanted and needed. This phase was led by then SolidWorks CEO Vic 

Leventhal, who had previously been the CEO of a CAD reseller. His first-hand experience being mistreated 

at the hands of a vendor provided critical guidance for the SolidWorks team as they set out to earn the 

trust and loyalty of future partners.

During the second phase of program development, the team at SolidWorks focused on systematically 

driving performance based on two key metrics: the number of effective VARs and their individual 

productivity. Taking a data-driven approach to optimizing the program around these two KPIs, SolidWorks 

was able to reach $100 million in revenues.

The most innovative and effective phase of program development evolved out of the company’s need to 

address slowing growth that was due to reduced VAR productivity. At this crucial stage, SolidWorks might 

have chosen to take a more traditional route by adding new VARs to existing territories, starting to sell 

direct, or relying on motivating via sales incentives. But, they realized that these approaches would only 

weaken their relationships with their current VAR partners and put profitability at risk. Instead, they chose 

to look at their VAR partners not as an outside third party, but as an un-optimized company resource. 

Looking at the challenge from this perspective, they were able to focus on figuring out how to improve 

and optimize the skills of the channel to ensure better performance.

The result was the development of a mentoring-type program that enabled SolidWorks to educate and 

support its VAR partners in all areas of business development. Reaching far beyond basic sales and 

marketing, the SolidWorks team took on the role of advisor for every aspect of their VAR’s business growth 

- finance, HR, recruiting, business planning, etc. They began providing, in essence, a mini-MBA to help 

their VARs succeed at every level and across every area of their operation.

THE SUCCESS: Though Skok cautions that this type of program may not be feasible for smaller startups, 

he believes it provides great inspiration by illustrating the value and power of putting partners’ needs and 

success first. SolidWorks eventually grew to $400 million in revenues, the bulk of that growth occurring 

during the third phase of the VAR program development. In addition, Skok notes that the company’s profit 

margin “would be the envy of the software industry if it were publicized.”
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XERO

Rather than relying solely on their ability to sell direct, Xero tapped into the existing relationships small 

business owners have with people they already trust, in Xero’s case their accountants and financial 

advisors.

THE PRODUCT: “Beautiful accounting software” for small businesses and their advisors

THE PARTNERS: CPA and accounting firms

THE PROGRAM: Xero was very intentional about aligning their program structure with the needs of 

their partners. Rather than focusing on the traditional model of providing value through commissions, 

they focused on delivering value to their partners by helping them do a better job at their core business. 

Xero has developed and integrated a suite of features and tools that give CPAs and accountants more 

capabilities, insight, and visibility into their end customers’ financial matters including the ability to look 

at specific activities, key data, and operational indicators. These features (and the associated business 

benefits they bring to the VARs) are far more valuable to Xero’s partners than any one-time spiff.

Xero’s program is a great example of how the channel can still be a good fit for a SaaS product that 

doesn’t require any complex integration or implementation. Their success proves that as long as you can 

find the right partners - people and companies who serve the same end user and, optimally, already have 

a strong relationship with that mutual customer - there are all kinds of ways you can work together to 

ensure the growth of all parties involved.

THE SUCCESS: Xero generates approximately 50% of its business through the VAR channel.

ABOUT OPENVIEW 

OpenView, the expansion stage venture firm, helps build software companies into market leaders. Through 

our Expansion Platform, we help companies hire the best talent, acquire and retain the right customers 

and partner with industry leaders so they can dominate their markets. Our focus on the expansion stage 

makes us uniquely suited to provide truly tailored operational support to our portfolio companies. Learn 

more at ov.vc.




